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HONEY THE HARD WAY

Miller Assails
High Cost
Of Campaign
By BILL PHILLIPS
A S B presidential candidate
Chuck Miller, stomping on aspirants who reportedly have been
footing big campaign bills, said
yesterday campaign expenditures
should be limited to $100.
Miller said he believes the "personal approach" is better than
what one sometimes learns by advertising.
"I can’t do some of the outside
work the others are doing because
of the lack of money, but I can do
a lot by speaking to people," Miller pointed out.
Miller is running against Dick
Robinson and Bill Sturgeon in the
ASB election Thursday and Friday.
If elected, he said he would
set up a policy limiting candidates to $100, which is a "substantial fee for campaign expenditures."
Miller, who admits spending
more than $100but less than his
two opponents
maintains that
students will elect who they think
best and not be influenced by money.
NEW FIGURES
Robinson, who was reported to
have spent more than $200, said
yesterday he has spent "approximately $150."
"I ran raffles in four organizations to earn money, by raffling
off inexpensive items to earn
about $75," Robinson stated.
"You can’t buy votes. The kind
of person I am and what I stand
for, is what the people look for
when voting."
"Through my working association uith a printing company,
l’sr cut down expenses. I Rug.
melded other costs by holding
the raffles," he said.
Robinson promised a limit of expenditures for presidential candidates at $125. "If this Is too much
for the first year, we can lower
IS," he added.
ALL SPEND TOO MUCH
Candidate Sturgeon, unavailable
for comment yesterday, said last
week:
"All the candidates are spending
too much on the election. In future, some definite policy should
be instituted concerning campaign
finances."
He said, "I undoubtedly have
spent more money than any other
candidate, but unique ideas are
better than costly ones."

Election Gimmick
Adds up to $2300
Most candidates are spending
money for publicity this week.
ASH Treasurer candidate Paul
Thiltgen is buying it.
That is, he paid Campus
Printer Dick Folger $19 to print
$2300 in phony dollar bills.
The cash he bought Is unfortimately negotiable for votes
only.

-San Jose State is one of the the department. created a nearBy JIM DRENNAN
The Spartan Foundation, Inc., tea: colleges of its size in the na- fatal two-way stretch The $10,000,
tion without such a foundation," Johnson said, was to keep the proNO. 116 conceived and still commonly
thought of as a welfare agency for Caputo, a San Jose contractor, gram going. The Spartan Foundation did not and under law could
the care and feechig of football ’ said last night.
First goal of the Foundation. not - recces:- a penny of this sum.
players, can and will become
something much more important. formed Feb. ta, is to help pull
RTHF.R STRAIN
The dream, as outlined in the San Jose State’s athirtir two- .
Admittedly, however. the giving
Foundation’s comet nut len and seen gram out of the red. But alter Of $100 a month work aid scholarby Board Chairman Dan Caputo: this is accomplished, the Foun- ships to an additional 20 football
A well -endowed kitty to furnish dation hopes to go on to es en players this year has further
grants to a wide varlets of worth- bigger thiads.
strained the budget of the departThe Student Council last month ment. The department, in fact,
while campus activities.
An on -campus fund campaign increased the Men’s P.E. Depart- now is losing money at the rate or
ment’s 1957-58 budget by $10.000 - $5000 it month. Johnson said. To
now is in preliminary stases.
- not to pay the costs of increased meet the deficiency, it was forced
Four police students were
athletic subsidies, but to make up to borrow an additional $20,000
injurednone
seriouslyat
the
for losses incurred hs an already from the Associated Student Body,
off -campus firing range Friday
Candidates for undergraduate , red-ink operation, according to
of which $10.000 has been repaid.
when a .38 calibre pistol blew up.
ilegrei in January, 1950, should , Athletic Publicity Director Art
Here is where the infant sparWillard E. Schmid t, Police
make application for graduation Johnson.
tan Foundation entered the picSchool head, said the pistol probbefore May 23, 19701, according
Last sear’s low foot ball gate, ture. Caputo, leading an organbably had an overload of gun
to Mrs. Dorothy latnini of the combined with added services by ization composed of some of San
powder. He explained that stuRegistrar’s OMee. Appiiintillents
top
professional
dents load their own cartridges.
for graduation NW not be si he .nt men, has raised
and gioer
Kenneth Youngs. James Perry, dated after that date for the re$11,000 in the community and
William Stewart and Harry Ma- mainder of the semester.
of an additional
has p
jors were hit with flying metal
Major -minor sheets must lie
$4000. This money uould
when Majors’ pistol exploded. Two on file before scheduling the apnearly enough to pull the Men’s
other students were uninjured.
pointment in the Registrar’s Of P.F. Department out of the red
Majors was most seriously in- flee. AD103.
this year.
jured with a piece of metal lodged
Dr. James H. Clancy, who has
But Caputo’s vision doesn’t end
in his thumb. The others receivdirected some of San Jose State’s with the end of the semester.
ed lacerations and bruises,
most popular plays, resigned yesHe and the Foundation’s other
Youngs was sent to a private
terday to take a position at the leaders want it to become a *elfdoctor. The other three were
University of Iowa.
perpetuating body set up to aid
Sloan Wilson’s "The Man in a
treated at the College Health Of’Phe resignation a ill go into ef- many extra-curricular activities
fice. All were released immediate- Gray Flannel Suit," will be disfect at the end of the semester.
not just athletics.
ly.
cussed at tonight’s "Religion in
Dr. Clancy. a professor of draSchmidt termed the accident un- Irreeligious Garb," an all -studentsFOR MANY ACTIVITIES
ma, said he has taken a job that
avoidable. "It could have -happen- invited seminar series. It is the
"Say, for example, that the deoffers more opportunity than the
ed to me or any other instructor story of an ordinary, upper middle
bate team wants to attend a naone he has at SJS.
class New York business employe
in the department," he said.
tional tournament, but doesn’t
Pres. John T. Wahlquist said he
He credited the fact that the whose undercurrent to his daily
have the money. It could request
has scheduled a meeting with Dr.
other two were not hurt to the de. life is a rememberance of his war
the funds from the Foundation,
partment’s safety program. "The service.
which, after investigation, could
fellows were doing everything exThe Rev. Donald Emmet, Presmake the grant if it saw fit." Caactly as they should." he said.
byterian campus pastor, will modputo stated. "Or funds might be
"Sometimes the students think erate tonight’s seminar, which will
needed in journalism, music or sciwe’re a little too strict on these start at 7 in the Student Chrisence- -the Foundation would be
safety rules," he added. Then smil- tian Center, 92 S. 5th St.
there to hell)."
ed: "But after this accident we’ve
This is the third in a five-week
This ambitious program won’t
got it made for another two or series on life’s implications in
be possible eithiiiit a firm finanthree years."
contemporary literature sponsorcial f ttttt Hist Ion. I amain said, and
Gordon E. Misner ass the pro- ed by the Presbyterian. Episcopalthat is ti lit his group %%ants to
fessor in charge at the time of ian and Congregational -Disciple
raise more. lie us ould like to
the incident.
campus organizations
start nest year with $29,000 in
the beak.
"We’ve got to show prospective
contributors that we are a going
tionearne tin one .vtantis ais throw
money dOWil a hole," CApUtr) cornmented.
Part of this support must come
Featuring the Women’s Glee leluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!" from
rom the campus, he pointed out,
Club, the Music Department will Four Carols by Mellers; "Bird in
for two reasons. First, it will
present a concert tonight at 8:15 Air" front Brahms; "Liebeslieder"
R. JAMES H. CLANCY
mean more to students and faculty
waltzes and the same composer’s
in the Concert Hall.
. . . resigns
if they share in its sustenance.
Directed by Russell Harrison, "I hear a Harp." performed by
And it will show prospective outthe Glee Club will sing "Go Love- Stanley Tice, horn.
Clancy Thursday and will try to
I side contributors that it has the
Mozart’s "Cassazione" will be pursuade hint to stay.
ly Rose" by Thiman, "Carols" by
backing of Its potential benefiTreharne and "Lullaby" by Byrd, played by Philip Kates, oboe; DonHowever, the 16-yearedd proeiaries.
accompanied at the piano by Pa- ald Soren, clarinet; Edwin Ga- fessor explained he already h;+ ede, French horn; and Joan Tyson. accepted the other position told
tricia Hoffman.
Two works by Pierne, "La bassoon.
"nothing the President will rids
veille de l’ange gardien" and
The concert will close with the will alter the situation."
"Chanson d’autrefois," will be Women’s Glee Club singing
He first started teaching at .S.Is;
San Josi state’s first night
played by David Dunton, soprano "Mourn, Mourn" by Bacon. "All in in 1936, and has remained since,
saxophone; John Lazzarl, alto sax- the Morning" by Davis. "A Spirit except for three and a half years election rally nos cancelled yes.
ophone; Jack Griffith, tenor sak- Flower" by Campbell-Tipton and of military service in World War terday (111.1 to "lack of entertainment."
emhone and Geraldine Stasko, bari- "A Snow Legend" by Clokey.
tone saxophone.
Curt Loft, Chief justice of the
"I didn’t think about moving to
The program will open with ’Al. School Head Speaks
the other position lightly, and I /Student court, said "the Rally
have a lot of ties here in San Committee tried to get enterTo Kappa Delta Pi
tainment, but nobody would do
Jose," he said.
Richard Coniff, superintendent
Asked how many plays he has It."
of Alum Rock Schools will speak directed at SJS, he fond, "I’ve neThe Eteruti%e Council agreed
at the spring initiation ceremony ver really counted them. but I’d with the Student Court that
of Kappa Delta Pi to be held at glees about 40 or 50 plays."
there was not enough interest
In- Clancy directed last year’s to hose the rally nithout the snStudents wishing to be honored 7 in the Student Union tonight,
by the student body Recognition according to Anne Conomas, group Centennial play, "Green Grow the tertainment, Luft explained.
"
411
C4mmittee next month are asked president
be bring their activity sheets up to
date. The sheets are in the Activities Office in the Administration
Building.
The Recognition Committee will
begin to evaluate the sheets this
A trip to Lassen National Park Being able to see it makes it ens- the Death Valley week. Registers week in order to select front 50 to
tion for Lassen will be held Thurs.
70 of the college’s outstanding stu- will be second offering in t his ler to belies(’ and understand . Darlene Ermaeolr: "The thing day at
year’s series of field trips taken
a m in the halls ay outdents, according to Jeanne Mcthe
hest
uhole
about
I
liked
the
Coast
School:
West
Nature
by the
5127.
A $13 fee is required
side
Henry, committee chairman.
or,
trip
wan
Covina’
lecture
on
This session will be held June 15the likeoVery of borax. She took at the time of registration to co21.
The first trip of the year was to Ii’. to an old borax mill and gay.- ver expenses for the five-day trip.
Death Valley. Approximately 190 us the lecture there." Mr. GerSJS students made the journey, trude ’W. (’as ins is staff direceach gaining a full semester unit tor for the field trips.)
of college credit and a week that
Dr Dwight I3entel head of the
The Rev. K M. Kumata, pastor’ was fun, as well as educational.
Department of Jnornalim arid Adshout
the
comment*
of
Most
of the Buddhist Church of San
this to say about
Vally venture are vertising, has
Jose, will speak on "Buddhism. Its the Death
the West Coast Nature School and
similar to the following:
its field trips:
Beliefs and Practices" at A public
Gordon Cassaria: "I had a wonDo iyour shoes
"I’ve been on many of these
lecture -discussion tonight at 7 at derful time on the trip. For me,
reflect the real
the San Jose Buddhist Church, 640 the highlight of the whole thing West Coast Nature School trips.
and they are all to spots of outyou? Do they
was Dr. Dolloff’s Outing which
N. 5th St.
standing beauty It’s a remarkable
(Dr.
set off your
-Those planning to attend the took us to Golden Canyon.
experience and an ideal way to see
scintillating
discussion," said the Rev. Jim Norman H. Dolloff is associate some sreetacular country.
Martin, Student Y adviser. "will professor of geology’. We met a
personality/
"tar twin to Death ‘Valley
meet at the Student Y, 9th and lot of interesting people in Death
No? Then step into
Valley, such as an old miner nam- many times, hut on this field
::.
San Antonio streets at 6:45."
some
Roos saddles,
us
through
showed
Johnny
who
a
completi
trip
it
%%
ed
as
Is
differto
the Rev. Martin.
According
livP riengerously,
ent place. The instrin tors ease
the lecture will be held at the a rolemanite mine."
spend 14.95.
Buddhist Church so that the stuSally Sargent: "I enjoyed every- a thorough understanding and
dents may not only hear about thing about the trip. We were kept appreciation to those **ha at
Buddhism. but also see first-hand very busy and the time paned
:.:
The coming Lassen Park trip
where Buddhists worship.
very quickly. What I liked most
Tonight’s lecture is the fourth about it were the field trips that will feature an organized etdirge ’.:
k
in a Student Y-sponaored series on took you right to the spot that camp, and lectures and side-tr,ps ,
Ft r t at Santo Cbira
a.
-Religions of the World."
the instructor was talking about. similar to those which highlighted , ::::.:.:,.:.:.:.:.ss,:,;,.,i1,-:::):......,x4k...%,:.:::::::.x.:a

Revolver
Blows Up,
Injures 4

Grad Applications

Dr. James Clancy
To Leave SJS
For Iowa Position

Seminar Series
Continues Tonight

Dr. Francis C. Gale, assistant professor of biology, prepares to
return a "flat" of honeybees to a hive on the roof of the Faience
building. He is taking it from one of the portable likeS he has
deYeloped for use in classroom demonstrations.
Spartafoto by Corky Dannenbrink

Biology Prof Develops
Bee Hives for Teaching
By CORKY DANNENBRINK
Dr. Francis C. Gale, assistant professor of biology, is the uncorks
tested claimant to the title, "Most Stung Man on Campus."
This dubious honor is his because of an interest in bees which he
developed when he was a youth living in China with his missionary
parents. In the years since he acquired an interest in the armed insects, Dr. Gale has limited his study to the industrious honeybee.
During the past six years, the professor has been developing methods for observation of bee colonies in the classroom. His
major tools for demonstrations are an observation hive and several portable hives. The present hives Incorporate the best features of many earlier models.
The observation hive, which is in S232, contains three flats. (A
flat is a frame which holds the honeycomb.) The flats are covered
with ’glass and reveal the various activities of bees to Dr. Gale and his
students. This hive has a heater, thermostats and thermometers which
Dr. Gale hopes to use to find out the best temperature for raising new
broods.
The portable hives are used by elementary school teechers and
student teachers as a visual aid in science classes in schools in this
area. Some of the students here have used thm to supplement speeches given in classes.
According to Dr. Gale, "’Many elementary school teachers are
afraid of bees, so they rely on textbooks to teach about them. I haire
talked to children and find that many of them have erroneous ideas
because they have forgotten what they learned in these texts.
"However, when they have seen the portable hives and actually see a queen bee laying eggs and see the difference between
a drone and a worker bee, they are far less apt to forget what
they has.’ learned."
Due to the success of the observation hive in showing the activities of bee colonies, Dr. Gale hopes to make similar models available
to the open market. He’ also is working on a text, tentatively titled
"Use of the Honeybee id the Classroom."
To those of you who may have a run-in with a bee in the future,
Dr. Gale has this word of advice: "When she (all worker bees are
female) tries to sting you, don’t try to brush her away. Your only
chance to keep from being stung is to kill the bee. Once it is mad
enough to sting, it will not give up until it has accomplished its purpose."

world

wire

Compiled from United Press;
WASHINGTONThe AFL-CIO til September, hut General Motors
pledged to Senate democratic lead- was the first to reject the offer,
ers yesterday that it would help calling it a "maneuver which has
write a new labor law at thjs ses- the transparent objective of stallsion to check corruption and ra- Ing negotiations until the 1959 model changeover."
cketeering in unions.
Senate Democratic Leader LynThe UAW said It would postpone
don B. Johnson (Texas) read the any wage increase and extend the
the
as
cham- contracts three months if the big
pledge to the Senate
ber pressed toward passage of a three would cut car prices and exbill to regulate health, welfare tend unemployment benefits durand pension funds.
ing the three months.

ACSCI Meets Today
For Delegate Reports
The SJS chapter of the Association of California State College
Instructors will meet today from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in T53.
Chapter matters and the work
of the March 7, 5 and 9 meeting
of the State ouncil of ACSCI will
he reviewed by delegates Ed C.
Glover, professor of engineering,
and Dr. Vergil H. Hughes, associate professor of engineering.

Sorority Recital

Mu Phi Epsilon, national music
sorority, will hold its annual
Auto
DETROIT The
United
LONDON Britain announced spring recital Thursday night in
Workers yesterday offered an ex- last night that it exploded a "nu- the Concert Hall of the Music
tension of 1955 auto contracts un-- clear device" in the Central Pa- Building at 8:15.
- cific yesterday.
The recital will feature a woThe government announcement men’: chorus
Faculty Receives
said the explosion was at high alNominating Petitions titude and was "successful."
Fallout from the test, it was
Nominating petitions are being
iy
deadline for
circulated to faculty members this said, "was negligible."
BONN The Soviet Union rind Korean yeteran to sign attendweek in preparation (or their comWest Germany published a joint ance forms 1..r April. leterans
ing council election.
ommunique yesterday1
in which office personnel announced. The
These petitions are due back communique
to the group’s election committee they pledged to work out their forms should he signed in the
not later than Monday. Ballots differences by "peaceful means" li’eterans Office either today Of
will then be made up and mailed But there was no hint the Soviets tomorrow f.r the monthly cheeks
out by May 15. These ballots will would give in on western demands V4111 be late.
for reunification of Germany.
I
be due back by May 25.

Vets Must Sign

.

-

Concert Tonight Led
By Women’s Glee Club

No Entertainment,
No RallyLuft

Activity Sheets
To Be Reviewed

West Coast Nature School
Plans Trip to Lassen Park

Students To Hear
Buddhist Speaker
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Hollywood Stars’ Tastes
Have Shown Improvement

Editorial

Remove Women From Colleges?
The Spartan Daily recently ran an editorial
by Jim Drennan on a magazine article concern
ingthe banning of women from college. Below
is the Stanford Daily 1 editorial on this matter.
A unique proposal for averting a crisis in college overcrowding has been set forth by an eastern
educator.
"Take women out of coeducational colleges,"
urges Philip Ward Burton a Syracuse University
professor, in a recent magazine article.
In defense of his radical proposal, Burton claims
that men need a college education more than women do. He apparently has been swept away by
the demand for engineers and scientists and has
forgotten, or ignored, that women are moving into
these fields and are filling more technical roles than
ever before. The training necessary for these positions is more intensive and more specialized than
can be obtained at the women’s colleges and junior
colleges which Burton says are adequate for a woman’s educational needs.
Upon graduation from a college or university,
today’s woman has, according to a recent survey.
an expectation of 25 years of
Well-done gainful
employment ahead of her.
Job
Whether entering technical fields
or other areas, she must be trained if she is to do
her job well; and, as she will be in competition with
man, it is only fair that she receive the training a
man receives.
While Burton would not deny the woman in interested in science an opportunity to study her
chosen subject, in drastically cutting the number
of women in the coeducational college he would
place those he would permit to attend in the unfortunate position of isolation from others of their

sex. While insisting that they devote all time and
energy to study. Burton forgets that more and
more women today are homemakers as well as
career women. To cut the woman student off from
other women whose interests while not so technical.
are still important to the advancement of social
culture would narrow her outlook and make her
lose sight of the other aspects of living in society.
The educator acknowledges that women are, on
the whole, more conscientious students than men.
Yet he wants to take them out of competition with
men in the classroom. The exchange of viewpoints
derived from different backgrounds and different
feelings toward life is one of the challenging aspects of a coeducational institution. Burton would
have us avoid this stimulating experience.
Burton questions the motivation of women in
college and quotes the oft -heard statement, "The
is the world’s best marWomen’s college
riage mart." While women are
Motives
not averse to finding a husband
while they are in college, they are also looking further aheadto the time they will be called to lead
in educational and cultural positions in the community. The background necessary for these pursuits
cannot be obtained in the junior college to which
Burton would assign women, for, no matter how
fine the junior college, it can only afford a cursory
coverage of subjectssubjects needing intensive
study if we are to avoid turning into a society of
narrow outlook and achievement.
There is no question that the overcrowding of
colleges and universities is becoming a serious problem, but careful planning and expansion is the
answernot removing women from the college

By HAZEL K. JOHNSON
HOLLYWOOD (UP) The Hollywood partyiaver isn’t passing
out gems with the dessert th,se days and it must be. pretty disappointing to the die-hard 1110k is’ fail who remembtrs the old days.
Tactic* aren’t the only reason that ’Twit- kings and queens hate
cut down on the splashy. "help-yourself -to -a -diamond -tiara" tylw of
parties which were the vogue a few years ago.

The explanation" "Celebrities have become more attuned to the
world around them and their taste has improved," says florist -party
consultant Stanley Medeiros, whose customers include Joan Crawford, Cary Grant, Loretta l’outis: and scores id other personalities,
"The stars have learned they don’t have to float ii barge down
the Nile to have u party sir arrive at l’iro’s on an eli-pliatit to sat
the proper ’party’ tone," he said.
"It was nothing to pass platters of wrist %stitches at the dinner

table as favors for the evening a few years back.
"Fifteen years ago with the easy spend attitude of the
the idea was to spend lavishly with little concern for taste. -
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Entered 14 second class mauler April
24. 1934 at San Jose, Calif.. under the
act of March 3. 1019. Member Clifor.
ni Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Puplished daily by Associated Students
of San Jose State College. xcept Sat,
urdy and Sunday, during college year
with on issue during each final ex.
mination period.
campus.
CT 4-6414Editorial Ent. 210, Adv. 211.
Press of Globe Printing Co.
EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN
BUS. MGRS. .........WILLIAM GUIMONT.
JOANNA
NA
ARLENE PHILLIPS
DAY EDITOR
NEWS
EDITOR
BILL
The Humanities Department is offering a five.
Barber?GprFuRnEelr
unit course in such things as have been mentioned. Copy Desk Chief
SPORTS EDITOR
JOHN SALAMIDA
This course not only acquaints the superior stu- DAILY COMMENT EDITORS
dent with these beneficial studies, but it also disCATHY FERGUSON, RANDIE E. POE
. Patti Kelly
poses of some pesky General Education require- Wire Editor
Gene Tyler
ments that would normally prevent him from taking Photo Editor
EditoroEdior
Charlene Shattuck
.
such electives.
Fine Arts Editor
Anthony Taravell
In the past, this course has been offered to Exchange Editor ..
John R. Adams
Librarian
Melinda Mason
lower division students on an invitational basis. The
!Circulation Manager
class will continue to be open only ADVERTISING STAFF, Ken LDoiunonS,toTwoemll
to those invited, but the Hu Dave Yossem,
manities people have decided to I Finnegan, Dick Folger. Phil Gagnon
start a parallel course for upper division students. ; Del Gillham. Frank Hoak, Ron Kelley.
Sprague, Faye
I
Roger L n, Irene
This, we feel, will make the program complete, I West, Phil Wood. Irene Yamernura,
covering not only those just entering our school, but REPORTERSJames Adams, Ralph Chatoian, Joe Crow, John Curry, W. C.
allowing the benefits to be gained also by transDannenbrink, David Elliott, Phil Geigferring, upper division students. These superior 1 er, Elmer Gentry,
Samuel Hrtsfield,
Ray Heiser,
Louis Lucia,
Barbara
students, with the advantages gained from such
Lett. Hugh McGraw, Mernds Matclasses, will be infinitely better suited to take
on, Conrad Mueller, Robert Peterson,
Arlene Phillips, Bill Phillips, Beverly
their places in the world and make greater contriHugh
Sunny Robinson,
Reynolds,
butions to it than they ordinarily would.
D.E.
Scott. Lola Sherman, George Skelton,
Cathie Treag* Larry Waters, Bob

Worthwhile Courses
PRESCRIPTION: Culture, in large, easy -to -take
doses. Qualified students only.
Many people have been bemoaning the loss of
perspective which they claim is a fault of today’s
higher educational institutions. They say that the
good, old "stapels" of education are being pointedly ignored, items such as Art, Literature, Philosophy, and other things that go together to compose that polyglot creature called Culture.
To a great extent this is true. Emphasis has been
placed on specialization, in education as well as
in industry. This has resulted in a proud increase in
number of students, but a sad
Practical decline
in the general subjects
Education which are the basis of a sound,
practical education, Students today are not exposed to the above mentioned subjects.
Here at San Jose State, steps are being taken
which will allow for selected, superior students to
be exposed to some of these culturally important
subjects in a program designed to make it well
worth their while.
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The two fastest deodorants in the world!
Old Spice Stick Deodorant is built for speed. Plastic
case is applicator. Nothing to take out, no push-up.
push -back. Just remove cap and apply. Prefer a spray?
Old Spice Spray Deodorant dries juice as fast as other
sprays! Choose stick or spray ...if its Old Spice,
it’s the fastest. cleanest. easiest deodorant
100
Eahi
soil can use.
pies ran
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"Get rid of Spark Plug ’Miss=
greatest cause of power loss.
Put )-oui- car next to the
New White Pump-

CUES E

MEN OF AMERICA:
SUMMER JOB
ON THE RANCH
Driving cattle!
Desert sun ablaze!
Pounding leather,
Rounding up the strays!
On the range,
You’ll find a man
Stops to take big pleasure
When and where he can...
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to
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for "part-time" performao.ce .from your
put up %1 Ith Ivy pins er on hills, on getaways; Instead, drive lip to the new white primp at your
Shell Dealer’s and till up with Super Shell ss ith
TCP adds anti -miss to ants -knock.
Spark plug .’1111ss Is the greatest cause of power loss toIt can rob you of 211 to 30 horsepower.
This "miss" is caused by harmful deposits that shortcircuit the spark plugs - keep them from firing the fuel
charge. But TCP additive neutralizes these deposits, stops
misfiring and restores lost horsepower.
And don’t forget that new Super Shell contains aviation
fuel ingredients that give it higher octane for anti -knock
extra energy for taller mileage.
So with anti -miss, anti -knock, and better mileage, too
doesn’t at make sense to get Super Shell.
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Super Shell with TCP

The most powetful guydine Eur- car can usePlus IC?

years

bpprit & Myers Tobacco Cr’

Nothing satisfies like the

BIG CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO

REGULAR

FONG

Baseballers Host Cal

Whalers Beat Macedo Smashes
Keroseners Dual Swim Records
OrganicsWin

cpaptan cpept4

Victory Over Dons
Snaps Losing Skein

scored on Blair LeMire’s info
- single John Rostornily fired a Pell iruesday, April ’29. 195K
to Don Christiansen to cut do"’ 1,
Bill Cutler at the dish. LeM.
Bi LOU LUCIA
hit.
SpartWs baseball uarriors a ill ’ hail three of the Ike
Tony Basques pitched the USE
meet the Cal team today at 3 p.m.
win over Al 51eInty re in a game
with the battleground set 1(,1
that was filled with bobbles.
Municipal Stadium.

SPORTS EDITOR

JOHN SALAMIDA

SPART4N DAII.v

Coach

’ON YOUR MARK . .

Saturday the Sobezak coached
nine took the second g
.01 a
double-header, 3-1, to break A
three game losing streak. The
first game sta.: as loosel% 1(114 lin
a man trying. to unreal doilies.
tSF took it, 8-5.

bingles and leanings. The Dons
scored sly times in the first four
frames with the aid of use Spartan errors. T
Roper aith
for 5 and "Long John" (’unningham with 2 for 4 paced the vietors.

Larry Peterson scattered five
singles for his second win of the
season In the second game. Ron
Jourdenais of USE,’ allowed one
less hit but three of the four blows.
came in the same inning.
The Spartans scored three times
In the third on the basis of Peterson’s reaching first on an error,
Jim Schmiedes double down the
leftfield lino, Jim Long’s triple
against the scoreboard and a Don
Christiansen single.
USF tried to rally in the fourth
inning but a f ter one run had

Rostomily led she Spartans with
two hits and three runs batted in
for five tries at bat. Rosty, who
hates to see teammates stranded
on base, poled a two run triple in
the fifth and singled in the first,
driving in Chuck Larson.
Besides his timely blows, the
22-year-old senior from Lodi also
sparkled in the field. Rosty jtimped
high to his left and webbed a line
shot that was labeled extra ii.’

Both Games Close;
Final Battle Tonight

Kerosene Club is
I night by the

7-30 64 0

son. Thush

A. Gu;nnest

G. Kelly

MAYFAIR
"Doctor In The
House"

%zuleviroczA\

"Doctor At Sea"
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"Long Hot Summer"
Anthony Franciosa-Joan Woodward

raN10111 ’7- .302e

"Peyton
Place"
L. Turner

Lange

"Man In A Shadow"
Orion Weres -Jeff Chandler

Neat, Legible Papers
Bring Better Grades

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
1 MONTH $6.00
3 MONTHS $15.00
IThru Terms Papers into Summer School)

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
The Underwood Agency
156 W. SAN FERNANDO

CYpress 4-1215

ELECT

R111 I. ad the %parlays into .
petition that n111 determine th.

Aick
eo6ilmon

Not content nith In.’ nen additions to the 11%f of 848 hestr%
!Hayed
assisted the 400 -meter
relay quartet to a record smashing 4:13.1, fiye-tenths of a WCond faster than the former mark
of 4:13.6. Others on the team
were Rich Donner, Lorne Brown
And Dale Anderson.
The Spartans captured firs t

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP

WilIson fouled out, followed by
son and the Whalers’ Gerry Nel-

New

"The Swan"

last

Lee Megginson hit for a couple Of
quick ones. Then the Whalers’
Wayne Thush started pouring
them in. The Kerosene finally
forged ahead at 30-28 with three
minutes remaining, but Meggin-

1

"All At Sea"

Lambert

Slit’F
r
rida) will compete in the Augenstein 1,200 anti 440-yd. freeup twin killings for
State College Championships kit style) picked
lb.’ Incalst

minutes, the "Club" had pulled
up to ’22-23 as Danny Wilson and

ir CYM NI lir

"COWBOY"
Glenn Ford -Jack Lemrnon
"THE BIG BEAT"
COG? GRANT and
ALL-STAR CAST

dump. ci

Art

150 and 100-yd ft testy leo and Rill

11.8 bulge, and things wet.. looking
mighty fine indeed.
I
Within two minutes of the second half, hustling Jon Holmquist
fouled out and within two more

STUDIO

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

butterfly.

2110-yd.

rousing 62-24 %ictory twee Fresno

tlw Whalers had walked off the one-tenth of a second off his own
n
a ’23- previous standard.
I floor at halftime, e njiing

Show Slate

ALEC GUINNESS FILM

places in all hut one event, the

- :1(-32
into toni,,t..,%
ing the Whalvi
%l ate ( ’ollegr %%tanning title.
night’: final play-?: against in.
Slaitedo led the assault on thre.
Organics. at 8 pm.
college records during Friday s
While the Whalers were bosy
activities at Spartan Pool. He first
pulling the biggest upset of the
chopped to ts 100-yd. backstroke
by
season, the Organics. pace d
din. in in 1:00.9, easily eclipsing the
Bob My-Akan’’’. Vi wen’s, air,’isld
mark of 1:03.2, then earn,
edging the Tarter*, 55-52.
back with a 2:18.5 clocking tot
In the KerOsette-Whaler game, ;
the 220-yd. event that knocked

play, from first to third.

elir.

recant-

By CONRAD MUELLER
FreS/10 on Thursday. Friday and
Cold from the iloor, and not per- Saturday: this week.
forming like a team that had ruinBackstroke artist Tom Raced.
ed all previous opposition, tit/

,

trouble. A toss to Harry Hab
completed the "hard-way" doubi.

"THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV"
Yul Brynner
Cla;re Bloorn-Mar%2 Schell

O’Neill’s

Hugh

busting swim team, fresh horn a

Paul Anderson, world champion weight -lifter, display’s the starting ponition he’ll lige against Jim Lea today in their 50-yard dash
race at Spartan Field. Anderson tips the scales at 355 lbs.
Spartafoto by Bob Knuth

At Spartan Field

Who Says Dash Men
Can’t Weigh 355 Lbs.?

ModI

then tanked a free-

throw and a twisting jumper and
the clock ran out.
In the other game. The Organics led through most of the
game, finally to give u,n.n.ay the
lead with only two minutr% remaining. Don Kitipma then hit
for two free -throws and 5111y a "mil 8 C"Ple of looping Jumpers
to put the game on lee.

Kerosene Club
FG FT TP
’,%erwood f 0 2 2
wiison f
2 S 9
Ruffoni c 2 2 8
Meg’son q 2 2 6
1 2 4
Dreyer g
his legs, Anderson is said to haye Zim’rnan g I 1 3
By JOHN SALAMIDA
broadjumped nine feet from a Frey g
0 0 0
In what promises to be one of

Whalers FG FT TP
Jons f
I 2 4
Nosh I 5 6 16
Adkins c 0 j 2
Nelson q 3 0 6
HImgIst g 1
1 3
Smith f
1 0 2
Lloyd f
0 0 0
"

"ErrytAing

293 S. 1st

,

CY 4-6050

ASB

PRESIDENT

Give your eyes the good rm.-,
they deserve Have your
fitted where modern equipment
and professional skill insure
best results.

ro

the University, of Southern California. A member of the l’
Olympic team of 1952, Lea was
recently released from the service.
a world’s record.
He is currently in the real estate
Poss.,sing amazing streni;th in
business in San Jose.
Spartan track coach, Bud Winter, will be the official starter.

Soars
Notbds"

Your Eyes Deserrr
The Best ...

standing position.
the most unusual races of ail -time,
II II 33
8 14 32 Totals
He recently turned his efforts to ’ Totals
Paul
Anderson
I
world champions
Halft;tyle soon.;Whalers 21-16. Free the professional wrestling ranks throws missed: Whalers 8, Kerosene 8
and Jim Lea hook up in a novell.
and has used’. his tremendous
Tartar;,
Organics
50-yard dash duel this afternoon
power
ring up seven straight Dicris
Rowe f
2 0 4
at 3 at Spartan Field.! victoriesto without
a loss. Wit h; ting g
0 0 0 Aare,"I 2 6 10
A large crowd is expected to footballer Leo Nomellini as a tag Oliver g 7 1 IS Miyabe on hand to watch the 355-1b. team partner, the duo is unbeaten ’61’rehoiss c 3 I 9 susu c 12 2 26
4 0 11 rshasts g A 3 II
Flint e
Anderson vie against the world’s in 15 starts.
Lees f
2 0 4 Bridge g 2 0 4
record holder for the 440-yard
f
5
5 15
Morose
Anderson’s highest poundage
.0 t
dash. Burly Anderson, often called
f
0
1 I
Nlson
In lifting is a shattering 6000-11).§.
the "Dixie Derrick," has won acUsing a back lift, he raised an
II
5;
Totals
21
Totals
22
-Si
claim the world over for his feats
old safe and some scrap iron
Helf-tirne score: Organics 26-23. Free
, of strength.
throws mmed: Tartars S. Organics 7.
that were poiotioned on s platAnderson is said to be remark- form.
An
all
ably fast for his weight.
He recently has beets working
conference football selection while
out at Spartan Field with Hunin high school, he later went to
garian star Laszlo Tabori in pre"CHOOSE CHUCK"
Furman University, where he beparation foi today’s meeting with
gan to lift weights.
Lea.
In 1950, four years after he
Lea set the world’s mark for
had begun to lift %%eights, Anthe 440 at :45.8 while running for
Games
derson non
the Olympics
heavyweight weight -lifting title
and was hailed as "the strongest
man on earth."
He pressed 400-lbs. to establish

Plan*,
Handicraft
for Tor

Sparta Camp Director 1957.511
Public Relations Chairmess 1/56-57

Dr. Jack II, Chen:lel!
Optometrist

Studont Adiitiris lloord Rep.
Cornmunty Seruicn Committee
Rep.

254 S. Second

CY 34747
Member SPAR-TEN

NIVERSITY OF [IAA 111
SUMMER SCH001, SESSION
(EARN EXTRA l’REDITs1

5 1 Days via Steam

from

$515.

N. Low
Tourist Fore
Effective 4/9 SS

15 Days via Air
incledes:

Price

Moonlight Sail Cruises
Swim PartySunset Dinnr
Romantic Catamaran Cruise
Fashion Show
Luncheon

Soc,e1 Euents
Waikiki leach Activities
Sightsee1ng Programs
Parties
e-er Dances

Remember . . .

Special Note

to Teachers

$565

LARK’S

Residence at Firs* Class Waikiki Hotels

Where the Hof Dog is King

Graduate Programs Available
No. Tan Ostfurbblii Under Ceetein Circuntsterices

also featuring . . .

FOR BROCHURE 6 INFORMATION

Steaks on a French
Roll with Fries

The deadline for sIgnups in
both intramural softball and volleyball has been estended until
Wednesday afternoon. Men may
%Wimp in the Men’s Gym office.

Italian

Sausage

CONTACT

ANDREW W. LERIOS TRAVEL
74 W Son Carlos
San Jose, California

Burgers
ORDERS TO GO

NAME

Linksters, Netmen
To Compete Today
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
and Camera Shop
GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

41 North First

Anachronism?

CY 2-8960

Not really. ’Cause if Coke had been

around in Caesar’s day, Caesar would
have treated himself to the sparkling
good taste, the welcome lift of Coke!
Caesar’s motto -"I came, I saw, I
conquered." Pretty good motto for
Coke too -the prime favorite in over
100 countries today!

Sian and Isabel Vaughn
P

Between 4th and 5th on
Santa Clara Street

Taking to the road, the Sp.,
golf team will take on Cal tod.
at 1 p.m. on the Orinda Go
Course.
San Jose State’s tennis squa
ill be host to Stanford’s rack’.
delegation today at 1:30 on ti,
Spartan Courts,
San Jose State has played
earlier this season with SJS
’le on top. 24%-2’s.
The SJS linksmen finished t!
..drthern California Intere.,

ADDRESS
CITY

MOW

;MUM;

64-16Z

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coto -Coin Company by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE

:45

.4‘ kCnd.

Coach Walt MePherson’s golfe;
w ill get their chance for revert..
Friday, when the Fresno Stir
golfers ins-ide San Jose for
dual match

HELL

GREEN
RAMPS
In

Without

IV
SUM,

Asking

till

With The New

White Pump

Switches
to
Your
Favorite
Green
Stamps

potatoes, bread and butter

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSiii
1.545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

CI

P

FREe’

STATE
SHELL
SERVICE

,te Golf T..urnament in s.,
pLice behind Fresno State 1.1..

Special
CHEF’S CLUB STEAK
Soup, vegetable

VALUABLE COUPON

Your
Favorite
SHELL
STATION

We

$1.30
Drink

STATE

?
a
6

FOURTH and
SAN

FERNANDO

Ac rot, Of ,l11
Stuclo-n,

SO STAMPS
r

tat

’A
IV

IA
mit
IV
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Senior Class, ASB Office Candidates Announce Experience, Qualifications, Platforms; Elections May 1-2
-1 .dstit should be one ut unpreeewould be weil qualified to opie’ dented heights, to be culminated sent our class, next year’s Senior
President
’an a series of activities which will Class, on Student Council.
Merry Jett-I have been with commemorate the
I realize that lack of student
social and schothe class since my arro al at San ’ (attic accomplishments received interest is a major class governJoe
s State last fall, and am pre- , from this school,
I ment problem at this time. Al sent!) serving as vice president.
Greater class participation could though I have no "pat" answer
Through my participation and ex- be facilitated by various means, to this problem I would certainly
perience with the class. I feel that such
as shorter and more interes- like to have the chance to work
I am qualified tor the office of I.
ting class meetings, fewer and on it next year. both on Student
president because I am familiar1 more highly emphasized activities . Council and within our class, as
with the problems ’and current
and a wider range of appeal to Senior Cia-s rep.
projects of the class which will be
every member of the Senior Class.
carried over into next semester.
Junior Female Justice
Plans are tieing made for fund Vice President
Paula Kessemeler- I have been
Andrea Weans The position of
raising projects for next semester
active in Junior Class government junior justiee involves diligence.
in which I have had an active part.
this year and I was active in stu- an awareness of school needs and
I should like to see more pargovernment at the junior a concern for student opinions.
ticipation in class activities and I dent
college I attended in Sacramento. These are only a few of the asthink steps should be taken to
I have a short and simple plat- pects which must be considered in
make the meetings and activities
form. I feel we need a program of filling this position. A background
more interesting to class members
activities that include the student In class council. Freshman Camp,
in order to encourage their parbody, as. a whole, as well as just Spartacamp anti Spartan Spears
ticipation. La reer numbersof
the senior Class. I think this will has eiven me a greater awareness
people should be included in class
improve spirit. These activities of student needs. I hope you will
committees. Also. I should like to
could be something which require give me the opportunity to represee more activities for seniors.
will also help
you in the capacity of junior
senior ball small charges. This
Things like senior day.
eliminate financial problems like justice on Student Court. Repro
Reproenwould
add
to
the
others
and
the ones the present Senior Class senting you would be a great
joyment of our final year.
honor. Thank you,
Larry Lack-My campaign Is is haing
based on the accomplishment of Student Councl Representative
Senior Male Justice
Runny Robinson-- During the
Norm Friborg-I feel that anyone basic goal. namely. unanimous
participation in class activities by past year I have had the oppor- body running for a student body
members of the Senior Class. Class tunity, as a Spartan Daily re- office should have certain basic
participation has, in the past, porter. of "sitting in" on both qualifications. The most importended to decline noticeablw from Student Council and Senior Class tant of these are interest, ability
the freshman through the senior meetings. I feel that from this I and familiarity with the job. I
years. This well -established cus- have learned a great deal about feel that I am yell qualified to
torn need be followed no longer, the problems and goals of both fill the job of senior male justice
The senior year 1, -iny college groups. Therefore I feel that I because I have the fore mentioned
qualities,
I am active in other school and
of -campus affairs and, after consulting the outgoing senior male
justice. I am well versed on the
duties of the position. In conclusion, I am certain I have the time
and ability to fill the office of
Up near the
h of Forth in sc,: .:.d leg of his journey, and a senior male justice
to the fullest
Edinburgh. the storied capital of 1trip to the branch office in Lon - degree,
Scotland. there will be another don is included in his plans.
Dr. Duncan said he hopes to
clan gathering this summer.
The clan members all will be visit the World’s Fair in Brus- Female Representative-at -Large
Lynn 3facDonald -The duty of
mathematicians, and the gather- sels. "to see the scientific exfemale rep-at -large is to represent
ing itself will be the International hibits."
The proposed trip will cover the interests of the student body
Congress of Mathematicians, holding its biannual meeting in Scot- the last three weeks in August for in a fair, honest and unbiased manDr. Duncan. who is in his fourth ner. to which I most heartily
land this year. Aug. 14-21.
Dr. Donald Gordon Duncan. as- year as an SJS faculty- member. pledge myself. I believe that with
such a vast enrollment here at
sociate professor of mathematics
wi a wee bit o Scots blood. will
5..15 a greater number of students
should have a voice in school gOvbe taking advantage of the convention to get his first look at
eminent.
If elected, I pledge myself to the
the land of his fathers,
Archery, for all interested wo- work of expressing the ideas and
Dr. Duncan has been chosen to
Women’s
Gym.
p.m.
,
4
today
men.
desires of you students through my
represent the Office of Naval Reonsersat on (’tub, wildlife morticipation in Student Council.
search at the Congress. In advie. Thursday, 7:30 p.m.. S237.
It is my desire to develop a closer
dition to his duties here. Dr. DunDeath Valley- Reunion, bring pic- association between
students and
can serves as part-time consultures, tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.. Stu- administration and give equal
tant at the Naval Office in San
dent Union.
representation to all individuals
Francisco.
El Clreulo Castelbuto, movie on on this campus.
"The purpose of the meeting is
tonight, 7, S142.
America.
South
I feel I am well aware of the
to allow mathematicians from all
The Huddle, meeting, tonight, issues on tWs campus
through
over the world to get together.
St.
11th
7. 22 S.
work on several student body compresenting research papers and
Spartan Shields, meeting. to- mittees and organizations,
includexchanging ideas," Dr. Duncan
night. 7. CH240.
ing: Spartacamp counselo r,
said.
Spartan Spears, meeting, to- McFadden Health
Cottage comHis background in the science
night, 7, B24.
mittee. Greek Week sub-commitincludes summer work in such
BULLETIN
BEAVERY
tee. section editor of yearbook.
places as White Sands. N.M. and
active member in national business
the Naval Ordinance Test Station. Home Economics Cafeteria
honorary fraternity, Eta Mu Pi.
at China Lake, Calif. During WW Entrees:
II. he was with Boeing Aircraft. Baked hash and gravy ...ao cent, and various leadership training
. 30 cents programs.
gaining valuable experience in Eggs a Is king
55 cents
.
Plate lunch .
Charlene Shattuck -What is feaerodynamics,
Starting from here. Dr. Duncan Coop--4th and San Fernando Sts. male representative? She is the
girl who represents the students at
will fly to Washington. D.C. for ’Entrees:
40 cents SJS on Student Council. In order
a two-day conference with the Lasagna
40 cents to do the best possible job she
head office of Naval Research. , Veal drum sticks
55 cents should know the students whom
Washington to Europe will he the I Plate lunch
she is representing.
As Society Editor on The Spartan Daily and as a Spartacamp
counselor I have had a chance to
meet many of you. As a Freshman
Camp counselor I will have an opportunity in the fall to become
acquainted with many of our in-Religions of the Woild.’ pub- coming freshmen.
ToDAV
Lutheran Students Assn.. cof- lic lecture -discussion on BuddIf you elect me to represent you
fee-coke discussion session, "Capi- hism Its Beliefs and Practice," I promise to do just that. I will
M.
Kumata, 7 act as your voice in Student Countal Punishments." Dr. Robert E. with the Rev. K.
Larsen, assistant professor of p.m., San Jose Buddhist Church. cil and with your help I will try
philosophy, 3.30 p.m.. Student Meet at Student Y. 203 S. 9th, at to make our student government
6:45 p.m. for transportation.
Christian Center, 92 S. 5th St.
truly representative of the stuPresbyterian. Episcopalian. Condents at San Jose State.
THURSDAY
gregational. "Religion in Irre"Let’s Get Married." lecture Male Representative -at-Large
ligious Garb," seminar series on
Bon ( anklin-I. Ron Conklin,
series. 7:30 p.m., CH150.
contemporary literature, 7 p.m..
and
Presbyterian
Methodist
Student Christian Center. 92 S.
5th St. The Rev. Don Emmy!, Pres- Commuting Students, lunch meetbyterian campus pastor will ing, 12:30-1:20. C11162, Dr. McAfmoderate the discussion on Sloan fee, key speaker for Religion in
Wilson’s novel, -The Man in the Life Week, will speak on "Which
Way for Students."
, 1

Senior Class

Student Court

SJS Math Prof To Attend
’Clan’ Meet in Scotland

ASB Offices

paPtaguide

am a candidate for the office vi
representative -at -large fur
San Jose State College. I am a
present sophomore, 19 years old,
and deeply interested in the office
I ant pursuing.
My qualifications run through
participation on the track team to
being your Sophomore Class president. I feel that qualifications
listed by the score are not sufficient evidence to enable a person to run for any ASB office.
Mingled with qualifications, which
every candidate should have,
should be a true, reliable person,
not only wanting to do the job.
but able to do the job all.
Not being able to meet you personally. I am trying to do the next
best thing. That is, I hope these
words, which express myself and
my abilities, are enough to ask for
your vote in the coming election.
Thank you very much.
Larry Genwrl-While male representative -at -large has no specific responsibilities, he does have
the duty of expressing the opinion
of the majority of students
through his vote on the Student
Council. Also, he must be free to
serve on the various committees
to which he may: be appointed by
the ASB president.
I would, as male representativeat -large, pledge myself to fulfill
the above-mentioned duties and
obligations.
In addition, I would try to eliminate some of the discomfort
that has been expressed concerning the "red tape" that organizations must cope with in order to
continue as organizations.
Also, I would try to encourage
more students to enter into student activities than is now the
case, and eliminate the problem of
too few people engaged in too
many activities. This can, and
should, be done.
San Jose State has much to offer me, and in return I feel I owe
some small service. I am a junior
college transfer and have been
active on the Junior Class council and the Social Affairs Committee. I have served as chairman of
a sub-committee on the latter
body,
These are my intentions and
qualifications regarding the office
for which I am campaigning.
’

male

Ron Robinson -11i. I am a candidate for office. ASH male representative -at -large, to be exact. I
am running for this office because
I feel I am qualified to hold the
position and I ant interested in
gaining experience in student body
government.
My qualifications include past
vice president of the Sophomore
Class and past treasurer of Rally
Comittee. At present I am president of Spartan Shields and a
member of the Freshman Camp
executive committee. I think this
variety of experience has prepared me to handle the various
jobs which male representativeat -large will run into.
As far as ideas for the student
body go. I’d like to see the Coop
and Student Union kept open at
night to serve coffee and give the
library crowd a campus-break station.
If these comments pass your
inspection, please show your approval and vote for Ron Robinson,
ASB male representative -at -large.
Recording Secretary
Sandy Creech- Through past
participation in campus activities,
I have become familiar with student government, its policies and
its requirements, I have held various offices which have given me
experience in student affairs. Some
of the more important of these offices have been in connection with
the Freshman and Sophomore
Classes, for which I served as a
class office!. I also have acted as
a Freshman Camp and Sparta camp counselor, in addition to my
service as a Spartan Spear officer.
I am majoring in business and
I feel I have the background to
neatly and efficiently carry out the
duties and obligations that are expected of this office.
I am aware of the responsibilities of being ASH recording secretary and I am serious in my
intention of meeting these responsibilities with all the ability at
my command.

"CHOOSE CHUCK"

Judy Neech--I led l that there
are essentially two qualifications
for any student body officer. The
first is a sincere interest in student government and student activities; the second is some experience, giving a working knowledge of student government and
activities. At San Jose State, I
have been a member of Freshman
and Sophomore Class councils,
AWS and Ski Club, a member and
officer of Tri Beta Biological Science Honorary, and secretary of
Student Activities Board. I have
also held offices and chairmanships in various off-campus activities. I feel that these activities
show both my interest and experience in our student government
and also my general knowledge
of the workings and coordination
01 group government,
If elected to the office of recording secretary, I will carry out,
to the best of my ability, the
duties of that office -mainly the
recording and keeping of accurate
minutes. Aniong the improvements
I would like to see in our student
government are representation of
more campus groups in Student
Council: bet ter coordination
among student activities; better
communication among Student
Council, Student Court and std dent organizations; and interest
of more students in student government.
Corresponding Secretary
Barbara C. Johnson -I, Barbara
C. Johnson. am a candidate for the

office of ASB corresponding secretary.
The primary duty of corresponding secretary would be the carrying out of all correspondence required by the student body during
the coming school year. As I am
a business secretarial major. I
have had much experience in this
type of work and feel I could successfully perform the requirements
of this office.
In the past I have been active
in class councils, served on student
court, participated as a counselor
at Spartacamp, worked on Campus
Chest and served as president of
Chi Sigma Epsilon, honorary secretarial society.
If elected, I will perform the
duties of this office to the best of
my ability. Your support will be
sincerely appreciated.
Pattie Mattern-If elected, I will
do my utmost to perform the
duties of corresponding secretary,
as well as any others given to me
by the president, to the best of my
ability. I realize that the office of
corresponding secretary is a responsible and time consuming position. However, I feel that I am
capable of meeting these responsibilities and fulfilling the qualifications for an efficient and enthusiastic officer.
I.have served as Junior Panhellenic representative, editor and
scholarship chairman of my
sorority, as well as a sub-committee chairman for the high school
rally’ convention.

CLASSIFIEDS
To place classifieds, talus them to TBI6, Studnt
FOR RENT
Room with kit. prie. One blk. off
campus. Apt. also avail. Resv. for
summer now. 162 S. 9th. CY 77792.
569 S. 2nd. Clean 2 rm. apts. $58$65. 1 or 2 adults, automatic wash_
er and dryer. Casa_ _Alta Apts.
0 Blks. College - Mod. 3-rm. turn.
apt. Carport, washroom. $85. 542
Vine St. 5.1.
WANTED
1114111NO -- Fast! Neat! Accurate!
Corrections made, lowest rates.
CH 3-3619.

Business Offic.

Lie. Child Care. 2-5 years. N. 1st
St. near new Civic Center. CY 47710.
Wanted: Girl to share modern apt.
Free rent ’HI 1st. $28.50 mo. Phone
CY 4-8388.
FOR SALE
1957-125 cc. Motorcycle. 85 miles
per gal. Call UN 7-3689 eves.
CAMERA-- Argus C-4 f2.8. Case,
flash, filter. 3 years old. A-1, $65.
Dr. Schumacher, Ext. ’286.
"51 PONTAIC 8, 1R&H. Automatic.
$225.00. CY 7-0926.
Tape Recorder - Silvertone, year
old. $120. 164 Airport Village. CY
2-2751.
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OAKLAND
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75 SOUTH 2nd
Plaine

Tonna 4.7325

Start the Ply
With a Delicious
BREAKFAST
Served Anytime

Colony * Angelo’s
72 f Santa Clara
195 5 First
in Son I as.

Slack Track

When he walks into classrooms, professors stand. The
last time he got less than 100’,, the proctor was
cheating. When it comes to smoking, he gets straight
A’s for taste. He smokes (All together, class!) Lucky
Strike! Naturally, our student is fully versed on the
subject of Lucky’s fine, light, good -tasting tobacco.
lie’s well aware that it’s toasted to taste even better.
So when someone asks him for a cigarette, he’s
happy to spread the good taste. And that. makes him
a Kind Grind! Assignment: try Luckies yourself!

STEAK HOUSES

WASHING AND tiONING
ARE OUT!
Why
v,..0 bother isii1, wei
rhores. wisen tor only pennies
dee
YOU csia h.v. yow Isendly wee,’
done.
Special rites .6th ASII Card on
Yves Wed end 14,..as
CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE
South Third of Son Salvador

u

THE MENTAL MARVEL mentioned above is so studious
he made l’hi Bete in his junior year -of high school!

The TWIN

’Tr

PoMERT MAC CALLUM.
Of Yllir,114

C t

AnETTC’

Don’t just stand there ...

.1 STICKLE! MAKE $25
Sticklers are simple riddles with two -word rhyming answers.
Both words must has, the same number of syllables. (No
drawings. please!) We’ll shell out $25 for all we use - and for
hundreds that never see print. So send mimics of ’em with your
nanw. addrems, college and class to Happy -Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mount Vernon, New York.

.

l’InNI Finn!
1114-141G.

LIGHT UP A iight SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Prod., If

.14-(11cce Goofy --Size", is out. middle ’mune.

